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ABSTRACT

The introduction of new high-throughput small RNA
sequencing protocols that generate large-scale ge-
nomics datasets along with increasing evidence
of the significant regulatory roles of small non-
coding RNAs (sncRNAs) have highlighted the ur-
gent need for tools to analyze and interpret large
amounts of small RNA sequencing data. However, it
remains challenging to systematically and compre-
hensively discover and characterize sncRNA genes
and specifically-processed sncRNA products from
these datasets. To fill this gap, we present Small
RNA-seq Portal for Analysis of sequencing expeR-
iments (SPAR), a user-friendly web server for inter-
active processing, analysis, annotation and visual-
ization of small RNA sequencing data. SPAR sup-
ports sequencing data generated from various ex-
perimental protocols, including smRNA-seq, short
total RNA sequencing, microRNA-seq, and single-
cell small RNA-seq. Additionally, SPAR includes pub-
licly available reference sncRNA datasets from our
DASHR database and from ENCODE across 185 hu-
man tissues and cell types to produce highly infor-
mative small RNA annotations across all major small
RNA types and other features such as co-localization
with various genomic features, precursor transcript
cleavage patterns, and conservation. SPAR allows
the user to compare the input experiment against
reference ENCODE/DASHR datasets. SPAR currently
supports analyses of human (hg19, hg38) and mouse
(mm10) sequencing data. SPAR is freely available at
https://www.lisanwanglab.org/SPAR.

INTRODUCTION

Increasing evidence of the significant regulatory roles of
small non-coding RNAs (sncRNAs) in different diseases
have been reported recently (1–3). Together with the in-
troduction of new high-throughput small RNA sequencing
protocols (4–6) that generate large-scale genomics datasets,
there is a pressing need for tools capable of analyzing and
interpreting large amounts of small RNA sequencing data,
as well as discovering and characterizing all small RNA
genes and specifically-processed small RNA products. Most
existing tools (e.g., ShortStack (7), shortran (8), iMir (9),
ncPRO-seq (10), FlaiMapper (11) or sRNAnalyzer (12)) fo-
cus on a specific sncRNA class such as miRNAs or only
use existing annotations to quantify sncRNA expression.
Thus, most of these tools are not designed for character-
izing the full range of sncRNAs, which include many dif-
ferent classes, or to discover novel sncRNA loci contained
in high-throughput sequencing data. On the other hand,
previous tools identify transcriptionally active regions or
read blocks and profiles (bgrSegmenter (13), blockbuster
(14), SeRPeNT (15)) and do not focus on identifying peaks
with the evidence of specific processing patterns, i.e. ma-
ture RNA products (e.g. miR-3p with low 5p end read
entropy). Moreover, most existing tools for sncRNA-seq
analyses such as FlaiMapper (11), SeRPeNT (15) support
only BAM as the only input files, while ShortStack re-
quires FASTA/FASTQ/BAM files and nc-PRO-seq accepts
FASTQ/CSFASTA/BAM. Most importantly, no currently
available online webserver can perform interactive anal-
ysis and visualization of custom small RNA sequencing
datasets and compare them to publicly available reference
small RNA datasets for downstream interpretation.

To address these gaps, we present the Small RNA-seq
Portal for Analysis of sequencing expeRiments (SPAR) web
server (https://www.lisanwanglab.org/SPAR). SPAR allows
users to interactively analyze and visualize sncRNA se-
quencing data and individual small RNA loci from a
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variety of experimental protocols including smRNA-seq
(16), microRNA-seq, short total RNA sequencing (4,5),
and single-cell small RNA-seq (6). SPAR currently sup-
ports analyses of human (hg19, hg38) and mouse (mm10)
genomes. SPAR also includes publicly available reference
sncRNA datasets from DASHR (16) and ENCODE (4)
across 185 tissues and cell types to produce highly in-
formative small RNA annotations across all major small
RNA types. Thus, SPAR is the first webserver that enables
users to analyze, visualize and seamlessly link their own
sequencing data with reference small RNA datasets from
ENCODE and DASHR. The user provides URLs to web-
accessible indexed BAM (read alignment data) or BigWig
(genome-wide read coverage) small RNA-seq files or selects
one of the public datasets from the ENCODE or DASHR
databases. SPAR performs unsupervised segmentation to
identify sncRNA loci displaying features of specific process-
ing in the provided sequencing data. SPAR then character-
izes these discovered loci using comprehensive RNA anno-
tations across nine sncRNA classes and other features such
as co-localization with other genomic features, precursor
transcript cleavage patterns, and conservation. SPAR pro-
vides visualization and summarization of genome-wide and
specific sncRNA results in the following formats: interac-
tive sncRNA loci table (Javascript), genome browser, plots
in PNG, downloadable BED, BigWig, BigBed tracks, and
XLS spreadsheets. SPAR compares the user’s sncRNA re-
sults with any of the public experimental data from DASHR
and ENDCODE by matching detected loci against sets of
loci identified in the reference datasets for each tissue and
cell type (XLS format).

SPAR WORKFLOW

The SPAR web server provides a unique set of features
for interactive analysis and visualization of small RNA se-
quencing datasets. The SPAR workflow is comprised of four
components (Figure 1).

The ‘Data Processing’ component identifies sncRNA
loci displaying features of specific processing from user-
provided data (URLs to web-accessible indexed BAM or
BigWig small RNA-seq files) or any reference datasets from
the ENCODE (4) or DASHR (16) databases using unsuper-
vised segmentation (16) (see also Supplementary Methods
and Supplementary Figure S1 for accuracy evaluation). The
SPAR pipeline is highly efficient: analysis and annotation of
100M reads takes <60 s and <2GB RAM (1.2M reads/s).

The ‘Characterization of sncRNAs’ component anno-
tates the identified sncRNA loci across all major small
RNA types (microRNA (miRNA), Piwi-interacting RNA
(piRNA), transfer RNA (tRNA), tRNA fragments (tRFs),
small nuclear (snRNA), small nucleolar (snoRNA), small
cytoplasmic (scRNA), and ribosomal RNA (rRNA)) (16)
or as novel, previously un-annotated RNAs (see Supple-
mentary Methods). Each sncRNA locus is also character-
ized with a comprehensive set of features including conser-
vation, co-localization with various genomic features (pro-
moters, UTRs, introns, exon, lncRNAs, repeats) and fea-
tures that are representative of RNA processing patterns
(consistency of 5′/3′ processing, length, etc.) (see Supple-
mentary Methods for details).

Figure 1. The SPAR workflow. Given a reference genome and input small
RNA-seq dataset (custom or reference data), SPAR processes the small
RNA-seq dataset and identifies sncRNA loci using unsupervised segmen-
tation. sncRNA loci are grouped into the major small RNA classes or the
novel unannotated category (total of 10 classes) and annotated with vari-
ous genomic features. The SPAR results are summarized in interactive ta-
bles at the per locus and genome-wide level and are compared with refer-
ence ENCODE and DASHR tissues and cell lines. All results are available
for download in a variety of formats.

The ‘Visualization and summarization of sncRNAs’
component provides summary tables, interactive sncRNA
loci tables (Javascript), and genome-wide plots of sncRNAs
(PNG and genome browser view) to characterize the qual-
ity of the data and results. All tables, figures, and tracks in
the SPAR output are available for download individually or
as a report (PDF).

Finally, the ‘Comparison of user-given sequencing data
to reference data’ component allows users to compare their
data with the collection of curated and processed public
small RNA sequencing datasets from DASHR and EN-
CODE to provide novel biological insights. SPAR provides
a table comparing detected loci in the input experiment
against the sets of loci identified in the reference datasets
across 185 tissues and cell types (expression values (reads
per million, RPM) (17), XLS format).

SPAR WEB SERVER

Input

Sequence and reference genome. The user provides a small
RNA sequencing dataset as input. Under ‘Analyze your
own data’ tab, the user can provide a small RNA dataset
as custom input in an indexed BAM (read alignment data)
or BigWig (genome-wide read coverage file) formats (Fig-
ure 2). The user can directly upload the data file or spec-
ify web-accessible URLs (Figure 2). Under ‘Analyze public
datasets’ tab, the user can select from a drop-down menu
any of the 185 reference datasets from the ENCODE and
DASHR databases for analyses (Figure 2). SPAR currently
supports reference genomes for human (hg19, hg38) and
mouse (mm10) which can be selected in the simple drop-
down menu.
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Figure 2. SPAR inputs. SPAR can be used to interactively process and analyze small RNA sequencing datasets. The user can select the input dataset from
one of the publicly available DASHR/ENCDODE datasets (‘Analyze public datasets’, left box) or provide their own custom data via web-accessible URL
or direct upload (‘Analyze your own data’, right box). SPAR parameters can be specified under ‘Additional analysis options’. Genomic regions of interest
can be provided by the user under ‘Specify regions of interest’ section.

Analysis options. ‘Additional analysis options’ section
(Figure 2) allows users to specify and adjust parame-
ters used by the SPAR segmentation algorithm to detect
sncRNA loci (e.g. minimum and maximum lengths for de-
tected loci, minimum read coverage, etc). SPAR parameters
are explained in more details the Supplementary Methods.
‘Specify regions of interest’ section (Figure 2) allows users
to upload custom intervals specifying genomic regions of
interest in the BED/BED6/BED12/GFF or GTF file for-
mat, to restrict the SPAR analyses on these regions only.

Output

Report page. After the user submits the input data, a
new tab (report page) is automatically displayed, showing
progress indicators for each major step in the SPAR work-
flow. Upon completion, the results are displayed on a report
page organized into several sections:

1) Report section: results can be downloaded as a single
ZIP archive and a URL is provided to access the SPAR
results on the server for 2 weeks (Figure 3A).

2) The ‘Run summary’ section summarizes the overall
composition of the small RNA-seq data, including the
total number of detected sncRNA loci, the sncRNA

classes of the detected loci, the proportions of annotated
and novel loci, their average length, expression levels,
and other characteristics of the loci (Figure 3B).

3) The ‘Interactive Peak Browser’ is an interactive table
that allows user to view, sort, and filter small RNA loci
with >50 features including expression (RAW, RPM,
percentile), conservation, co-localization with other ge-
nomic features, RNA class, processing specificity, etc.
User can view individual peak information in the UCSC
genome browser by clicking the ‘peakID’ they are inter-
ested in (Figure 3C).

4) The ‘View in Genome browser’ section displays the inte-
grated JBrowse genome browser including annotation,
peak and raw signal tracks. Users can also view these
tracks by clicking the UCSC Genome browser link.

5) The ‘Plots’ section contains output figures in PNG
format. Output plots are sub-divided into four cate-
gories: ‘Segmentation’ summarizes the characteristics
of the loci before annotation; ‘Length/expression’ sum-
marizes their characteristics after annotation, includ-
ing their length distributions and expression levels (Fig-
ure 3D); ‘Processing’ summarizes the specificity of post-
transcriptional processing of sncRNA transcripts (Fig-
ure 3E); and ‘Genome-wide’ summarizes sncRNA char-
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Figure 3. SPAR outputs: (A) results can be downloaded easily as a single file (ZIP archive) or report (PDF). Individual files are available for download
under ‘Download results’ section on the report page; (B) summary of the overall composition of the small RNA-seq data; (C) SPAR allows user to view,
filter and download selected loci using the interactive sncRNA table; (D) SPAR provides overview of expression patterns across all loci in the small RNA
sequencing data; (E) SPAR displays the variety of specific processing patterns across all loci in the small RNA sequencing data; (F) SPAR provides direct
comparison of user data against ENCODE/DASHR reference tissues (RPM expression values).

acteristics across the whole genome, including a high-
level view of co-localization of the loci with genomic fea-
tures.

6) The ‘Download results’ section allows users to down-
load results for specific RNA classes or across all
sncRNA loci in BED, BigWig and BigBed formats, and
XLS spreadsheets (see ‘Downloadable SPAR outputs’
section).

7) The ‘Run log’ section stores the information on how the
SPAR job was performed. Timestamps, input files, pa-
rameters used and job ID are displayed.

Categorization of sncRNA loci in the SPAR output. SPAR
characterizes discovered sncRNA loci using comprehensive
sncRNA gene and mature product annotations in DASHR
(16) including miRNAs (miRNAprimary, miR-3p, miR-
5p), piRNAs, snRNAs, snoRNAs, scRNAs, tRNAs, tRFs
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and rRNAs. Additionally, tRFs from the tRFdb database
(18), newly described snoRNA mature products from the
snoRNAome database, a recent experimental study (19),
and piRNA records from piRNAbank (20) are included.
sncRNA loci not overlapping existing annotations are cat-
egorized as novel and un-annotated loci (e.g. Figure 3B).

Characteristics of sncRNA loci. For each sncRNA locus,
SPAR generates features for (i) precursor transcript cleav-
age patterns (e.g. processing specificity as [1-normalized en-
tropy of 5′ reads ends across the alternative 5′ end posi-
tions]): the higher the number, the more specifically pro-
cessed as opposed to randomly cleaved the locus is; (ii) co-
localization with non-small RNA genes and other genomic
elements such as repeat elements, promoters, exons, introns,
lncRNA exons, lncRNA introns: IDs and coordinates of
each co-localized element are returned and (iii) evolution-
ary conservation scores derived from the UCSC phastCons
conservation tracks for human and mouse (21,22). De-
tails of these computations can be found in Supplemen-
tary Methods, DASHR (16) and in the ‘About’ page on
the SPAR website. SPAR allows the user to filter and sort
sncRNA loci using one or more of these features (Figure
3C).

Comparison of the input/user-given sequencing data to refer-
ence datasets. To facilitate comparison and downstream
analyses of sncRNA sequencing results, SPAR provides
head-to-head comparison of sncRNA loci in the input ex-
periment with all publicly available experimental data from
DASHR and ENCODE. SPAR outputs a set of compari-
son tables generated by matching the set of detected loci in
the user experiment against sets of loci identified in each tis-
sue and cell type in the reference datasets (Figure 3F) and
reporting RPM expression values for comparison.

Downloadable SPAR outputs. All results files generated by
SPAR are available for download under the ‘Download re-
sults’ section of the report page. Users can download re-
sults for specific RNA classes or across all sncRNA loci
as XLS spreadsheets. These files will contain sncRNA loci
annotations, peak information as well as various features
and scnRNA characteristics including per-tissue expres-
sion, conservation, specificity of sncRNA processing, and
co-localization. Spreadsheets containing comparison of the
input/user-given sequencing data to reference datasets are
also available. Other files available for download include
plots in PNG format, genome-wide raw coverage, peak, an-
notation tracks in BED, BigWig and BigBed formats.

EXAMPLE USES

We describe three example use cases for the SPAR web
server:

1. Annotate and visualize sncRNAs from small RNA se-
quencing experiment

2. Perform comparative expression analysis to identify dis-
ease or tissue-specific loci

3. Identify top sncRNAs expressed in a particular tissue

Corresponding figures and tutorials are provided at the
SPAR web site under the ‘Tutorial’ section. In the follow-
ing, we describe the use of SPAR for comparative expression
analysis (Use case 2). Additionally, we provided a tutorial
(under ”Preparing files for SPAR” section in tutorials https:
//www.lisanwanglab.org/SPAR/tutorials) on how to prepare
bigWig and BAM files for analysis with the SPAR web-
server. We have also created a repository (http://bitbucket.
org/wanglab-upenn/spar prepare) with the scripts that can
be used to process user’s sequencing data and generate the
necessary files for analyses with the SPAR webserver.

Using small RNA sequencing data from Alzheimer’s dis-
ease (AD) brain tissues, the goal is to identify sncRNAs that
are expressed only in the AD data and other reference brain
tissues in DASHR but not in any blood related tissues, in-
cluding plasma, serum or whole blood. Corresponding fig-
ures can be found in the Tutorial page on the SPAR website.

To perform this analysis, first, we clicked ‘analyze your
own data’ tab and chose ‘hg19’ under ‘Genome’. Under
‘Type of Input’, we selected ‘Raw signal (BigWig)’, and pro-
vided two URLs for BigWigs with raw read coverage from
our small RNA sequencing experiment, one for each strand.
Then, we uploaded a BED file containing 21 genes of inter-
est that contain SNPs associated with AD from the IGAP
project (23) in the ‘Specify regions of interest’ section. We
then clicked ‘Analyze your own BigWig’ to start SPAR anal-
yses.

The resulting outputs were displayed in the report page
(new tab), including job IDs, summary figures, interactive
peak browser and genome browser, plots, downloads and
run logs. SPAR results overlapping the genes of interest in
the provide BED file are available under the ‘Custom an-
notation summary’ section in XLS format. This XLS table
contains only the sncRNA loci identified in our AD brain
data that overlapped with the IGAP genes.

To search for potential sncRNA loci ex-
pressed solely in AD brain, we downloaded the
‘DASHR comparison annot.xls’ table under ‘Comparison
with DASHR’. The first 28 columns of this table contain
SPAR features for annotated loci in the AD sequencing
data and the remaining 54 columns display the expression
(RPM) for the same loci across DASHR tissues. To achieve
our goal, we removed any DASHR reference tissues except
the brain- (brainog1 SRA012516, brainpfc1 GSE43335,
brainpfc2 GSE48552, braintgm1 GSE46131) and
blood- (plasma1 GSE52981, serum1 GSE53439,
serum2 GSE34891 and wholeblood1 GSE46579) related
samples. We then retained loci that were not expressed
(‘NA’ values) in the blood samples and expressed in the
reference brain samples. A total of 63 sncRNA loci includ-
ing 41 miRNAs, 7 piRNAs, 5 sno/snRNAs, 7 tRFs and
3 tRNAs remained. Out of these, 33 miRNAs have been
reported as an AD biomarker (24–26); others will serve as
candidate biomarkers for further biological interpretation.

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

SPAR internal programs are implemented using BASH, C,
AWK, JavaScript and R scripts. Apache web server, PHP
and Javascript are used for the web interface. The R pack-
age ggplot2 is used for visualization. The entire system is de-
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ployed on a server with 32GB of RAM and eight 2.6 GHz
Xeon CPUs. The performance of such implementation has
been shown to be able to deal with ∼100s of runs on a daily
basis, based on the performance of our other tools deployed
with the same configurations. SPAR has been tested with
major modern browsers such as Google Chrome, Mozilla
Firefox, Microsoft Edge, and Safari, and the internal pro-
grams were used to process and annotate small RNA se-
quencing datasets in our recent publications (16).

CONCLUSIONS

With the increasing evidence of the significant regulatory
roles of sncRNAs and growing number of large-scale small
RNA-seq datasets generated by a variety of experimental
protocols (Illumina small RNA-seq, ENCODE short to-
tal RNA-seq, ENCODE microRNA-seq, single cell small
RNA-seq) their systematic interpretation and comparison
becomes more challenging but critically important. With
SPAR, users can easily and quickly analyze, annotate, vi-
sualize and compare small RNA sequencing data. With a
unique and user-friendly interface, SPAR is the first web-
server that provides users the ability to streamline the inter-
pretation of small RNA-seq results and compare with hun-
dreds of publicly available datasets.

We plan to extend SPAR with the integration of other
small RNA datasets (ENCODE microRNA-seq, single-cell
RNA datasets) and to support analyses for other model or-
ganisms. Additional analysis modules including differential
expression analysis, target gene analyses, miRNA isoform
detection and quantification, and functional characteriza-
tion of the novel loci (15,27) will be included, thus further
aiding the interpretation of genome-scale sncRNA data.

DATA AVAILABILITY

SPAR webserver is available at https://www.lisanwanglab.
org/SPAR. Additionally, SPAR can be run using command
line interface and scripts freely available at https://bitbucket.
org/account/user/wanglab-upenn/projects/SPAR.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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